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SOME DEGENERATE QUASILINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS IN
THE PLANE*
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Abstract. Local C/, and W2+," (k _> 1,/ > 0, and v >_ 1) regularity is established for the
solutions of a class of degenerate quasilinear elliptic equations, which include the p-Laplacian. Unlike
the known local regularity results for such equations, k is larger than 2 in many notable cases. These
results generalize those in [13], which were established only for the p-Laplacian. Furthermore, local
results are extended to obtain a global regularity result in some cases. Global results of this type are
essential in proving optimal error bounds for the finite element approximation of such equations.
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1. Introduction. Let be a bounded open set in R2 with a Lipschitz boundary
0. Let o be a positive continuous function on (0, x). Many mathematical models
from physical processes have the following form: given p, find u such that
(1.1) v. p in
plus some boundary conditions. Such models arise in fluid mechanics (see [4] and [5]),
nonlinear diffusion (see [24]), and nonlinear elasticity (see [3]). An example of the
latter is the mode III problem, longitudinal shear, for a power law material (see [3]).
This leads to (1.1) with o(t) tp-2 (1 < p _< 2), which is usually referred to as the
p-Laplacian.
There is much work on the regularity of the solutions of (1.1) if o > 0 is smooth on
[0, c) and satisfies certain coercivity and growth conditions. In this case the solutions
of (1.1) will generally be smooth in any open set G cc . As key references, one
can refer to [11], [12], [15], and [23]. These results are generally true for (1.1) when
cRn.
However, as seen above, in some physically relevant models o may not be smooth
on [0, c) or may not satisfy the coercivity and growth conditions. Equations of this
type are usually referred to as degenerate. A typical example is the p-Laplacian
with p 2. The well established regularity results for nondegenerate equations are
generally not applicable to such cases (see [29] for some counterexamples). The regu-
larity theory for these degenerate equations is much more complicated and until quite
recently very little was known (see [31]).
Since the publication of [30], extensive work has been done on the regularity of
the solutions of (1.1) and more general degenerate quasilinear equations and systems.
One can find such work, for example, in [1], [2], [9], [10], [13], [17]-[19], [20]-[22], and
[26]-[29]. Generally speaking, local and global C1, regularity has been established
for the solutions of (1.1) and more general systems (for example, see [9], [18], [19],
and [29]). In addition, some local H2 regularity results have been established; for
example, see [26] and [29]. These results remain true for (1.1) when Ft C Rn. It
should be noted that it is usually quite difficult to extend a local regularity result to a
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global one due to the degenerate nonlinearity. In the plane there exist more powerful
methods to study (1.1); for example, complex function theory. In the case (t) tp-2
and p 0 a local W2,2+"(D) regularity result, where (p) > 0 has been proved, using
the theory of quasi-regular mappings, firstly for p _> 2 in [7] and then for p > 1 in [22].
In [20] global H2 regularity results have been established for (1.1), for p e Lr(D),
r > 2, when p E (1, 2] and for p 0 when p > 2, by using an a priori estimate for the
solutions of a linear elliptic equation in the plane with only L(D) coefficients.
These global H2 regularity results have been used in the error analysis of the
finite element approximation of (1.1) in [6], [20], and [21]. From this work it is
seen that the regularity of the solutions has a considerable influence on the order of
convergence that can be proved for their finite element approximation. Taking the
p-Laplacian (1 < p < 2) as an example, if u E W2,p(D) one can prove that the error
for the continuous piecewise linear finite element approximation converges at the rate
hp/2 in WI,P(D), whereas one can prove that it converges at the optimal rate h if
U e C2’2/p-1() N W3’1(’), see [6], or u e W3’p(-). With some restrictions on p
and the boundary data, the global regularity u WI+2/p,P(D) is shown in [21] to
be sufficient to ensure the optimal convergence rate h. Thus one can see that it is
important to establish some global higher-order regularity results in order to obtain
optimal error bounds in W,P(D) for the continuous piecewise linear finite element
approximation of (1.1).
A first step in this direction was taken in [13], where Ck, and W2-Fk’q regularity
has been established, using the theory of quasi-regular mappings for the solutions
of the p-Laplacian in the plane with p 0, although the results are only local.
Unlike most known results, k is larger than 2 in many interesting cases; for example,
the p-Laplacian with 1 < p _< 2. From this result it was pointed out in [21] that
global W3’P(), C2’2/p-1(=), and WI-f-2/P,P(’) regularity can indeed be achieved for
solutions of the p-Laplacian in some physically relevant cases, though this result is
only applicable to a limited class of boundary data. It should be noted that the results
in [13] are sharp and such high-order regularity (local or global) is not generally true
for the case p 5 0; see, for example, [17].
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the results in [13] to a class of degenerate
quasilinear elliptic equations, which includes the p-Laplacian. Furthermore, we show
that this local result can be extended to a global one in some cases.
Throughout this paper, we adopt the standard notation WS’V(2)(s >_ O, v
[1, cx]) for Sobolev spaces on D with norm I]’llws,-(); see [14], for example. We denote
TTTS vwm’2(D) by Hm(D) for nonnegative integers m and the spaces loc (D) consist of
all functions which are in Ws,V(D) for all open sets D cc D (that is, D c D). For
the definitions of the spaces Ck,(D) (k a nonnegative integer and 0 _< _< 1) and
domains with Ck, boundaries; see [12], for example.
2. Preliminaries. Let D be a bounded open set in R2 with a Lipschitz boundary
0D. Let satisfy the following conditions:
(A1) The function t (t)t belongs to C[0,) F C(0, x).
(A2) There exist constants q > 1, q 2, and C, > 0 such that for all t _> 0
CI min{ta-2, (1 + t)a-2} _< (t)t <_ C2t max{ta-2, (1 + t)a-2},
and r(t) ’(t)t/(t) is such that for all t _> O,
(2.1b) <_ r(t)/(q- 2) <_ 1.
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(A3) The function F(t) is analytic at t 0; that is, in an interval about t 0,
(2.2a) r(t) 7t.
i--0
In addition we assume that there is a /> 0 such that
(2.2b) I’il-< I’01/i for all i _> 1,
where we note from (2.1a) that F(0) 7o 0.
We note that the regularity requirement C(0, cx) in (A1) can be appropriately
relaxed and the results in this paper remain valid.
In this paper we will study the local and global regularity of the weak solutions
T,,T,r 1,qu E loc (f)(q > 1) of the following equation:
(2.3) V. (qo(IVul)Vu) 0 in f.
Example 2.1. For example, it is easy to see that (t) _-- tq-2 or (t) [t(1 /
t)] (q-2)/2 or (t) [t(1 + t2)](q-2)/3(q > 1) satisfies the conditions (A1)-(A3). It is
also easy to show that if satisfies the conditions (A1) and (A2), then it satisfies the
structural conditions (1.2)-(1.5)in [27] and (1.3)-(1.5)in [29].
Remark 2.1. We note that if (t) satisfies the conditions (A1)-(A3) and u satisfies
(2.3), then for any constant A > 0, _= ,-lu is such that V. (3([Vfil)Vfi) 0 in f with
(t) qo(At). Therefore qh(t) satisfies (A1)-(A3) with (t) _= ’(t)t/(t) =_ F(At),
F(t) =_
-ioo--o $iti, and I’il -< I’01(A?) for all >_ 1. Therefore without loss of generality
we can assume that /> 0 in (2.2b) is as small as we please throughout this paper.
T/I?"l’qIn [8] [19] [27], and [29] the existence of solutions, u e loc (Ft), to the weak
formulation of (2.3) is established. It follows from [9] and [29] that u e Cl’a(gt) for
an a > 0. Furthermore, if some suitable boundary conditions are imposed, the weak
solution u Wl’a(f) is unique.
Let u be a weak solution of (2.3), and let f =_ ux -iuy be the complex gradient
of u. It turns out that regularity of f, and hence u, can be more easily examined
if we view it as a function of a complex variable. To this end we first express (2.3)
in the form of a complex equation. Let us recall for z =_ x + iy, (x, y) R2 that
O/Oz =_ (O/Ox iO/Oy)/2 and 0/02 =_ (O/Ox + iO/Oy)/2.
LEMMA 2.1. The mapping f =_ ux -iuy is K-quasi-regular with K max{q-
1, 1/(q- 1)}. Hence f e [Wlo’c2+()]2 for a 7 > 0 and f-(0) {z e t" Vu(z) 0}
is discrete provided that u is not identically constant.
Let p 2 + F(0); then
(2.4) pC[q, 2) ifqe(1,2) and pe(2, q] if q>2.
On setting G(t) =_ r(t)/r(o) and F(t) =_ pG(t)/(2 + (p- 2)G(t)), it follows that f
satisfies for almost every z ,
alia2 (lip- 1/2)[(]/:)(af/az) + (f/f)(Of/Oz)]F(Ifl).
Proof. We will show that f is a quasi-regular mapping by generalizing the ap-
proach given in [22] for the p-Laplacian. Firstly we prove that u E H12oc().
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Let (t) ((t2 + e)1/2) and u be the unique solution of the following problem:
(2.6) V.((IVuI)Vu)-0 inB and u-u on0B,
where S is an open ball in ft. As u e C1(/), it follows from [12] and [15] that u e
Hoc(B C(B) (actually u e C2’(B) for a Z > 0). Noting that our Assumptions
(A1) and (A2) are equivalent to (1.2)-(1.5) in [27], it follows that u
--
u in W,q(B)
as --. 0. On the other hand, (2.6) can be restated as
(2.7) aeO2Ue/OX2 + 2bO2ue/OxOy + ceO2ue/Oy2 0 in B and u u on OB,
where v (e + IVuel2)/2, Vl -= Oue/Ox, v2 =- Oue/Oy, a =- [1 + [’(v)v/T(v)](Vl/V)2],
b =_ [’(v)v/(v)](vv2/v2), and c [1 + [’(v)v/(v)](v2/v)2]. Setting d =_ aece-
(be)2 _= 1 + [’(v)v/(v)][{(vl)2 + (v2)2}/v2], we have from (2.1b) that
min{1, q-1}_<ae,c,de_<max{1,q-1} and [b[_<[q-2[;
that is, the equation is uniformly (with respect to e) elliptic with bounded coefficients.
We now apply the inequality (17.20) in [15, p. 228]. For any B" cc B’ cc B
this yields that [U[H2(B,,) <_ C[lU][HI(B,), where C is independent of e. In [27] it has
been shown that [ue[ + [Vuel is bounded on B’ as e --. 0 since u e C(/). This implies
that I[uel[H2(S,,) is uniformly bounded. Hence u e H2(B’’) so that u e H}oc(), since
u will converge to u weakly in H2(B’’) as e --. 0. Since the proof of the uniform
boundedness of [u[ / [Vue[ n [27] is quite complicated, we now give a simpler proof.
Let u0 minxeos u(x) and u maxxeOB u(x). Note that u0 and Ul are constants
so that one can apply Lemma 3 in [27] to (2.6). This shows that u0 _< u <_ Ul for
any e > 0. Then by applying Theorem 12.4 in [12] with f 0 and the interpolation
inequality (12.23)[(6.82)] in [12] one can see that lue[ + IVu[ is bounded on B’ as
e
--
0. Of course for q > 2, Ilue[IH(S) is uniformly bounded since I[ue[[WI,q(B) is.
Therefore, we have that u e Hoc(), which implies that f e [Hloc(t)]2.
Let ff (v,-v2). Adopting the same notation as in Theorem 1 in [22] we have
from (2.8) that for all z E B,
[(OVl /(X)2
--
(OVl /(y)2 + 2((Vl /y)2] (Z)/[((Vl /Oy)2 --(OVl/CX)(CV2/Oy)](Z
< + +
[1 + (de)2](z)/d(z) <_ 2K,
where K max{q- 1, 1/(q- 1)}. Hence ff is a K-quasi-regular mapping; see [13]
and [22]. As lu[ + IVue[ is bounded on B’ as e --, 0, we can apply the argument in
Theorem 1 in [22] and let e 0 in the above to yield that f is K-quasi-regular with
K max{q- 1, 1/(q- 1)}.
It follows immediately from the theory of quasi-regular maps, see [15], that f E
loc for a y > 0 and f-(0) {z e " Vu(z) 0} is discrete, provided thatu is not identically constant.
The result (2.4) follows immediately from Assumption (A2), which in turn implies
that G and F are well defined. Finally we note that if ]Vu(z) > 0, then (2.3) yields
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that
(2.10)
eOI()/O =- au() -r(IVu(z)l)[(u)u + + ()](z)/IW(z)l
(-)(IW(z)l)[() + + ()](z)/IW(z)l.
In addition, if IVu(z)l > 0, then 20f/Oz =_ uxx uyy 2iuxy, and so
(2.11)
[(f-/f)(Of/Oz)
-Au(z)/ 2[(u)Uu / 2uuuu / (uu)Uuuu](z)/lVu(z)l
Combining (2.10), (2.11), and noting that {z e f" Vu(z) 0) is discrete yields the
desired result (2.5). D
We note that in the case (t) tq-2, q e (1, oc), it was first proved in [7] for
q > 2 and then in [22] for q > 1 that the corresponding map f was quasi regular.
It follows from classical regularity theory that the solution u of (2.3), and the
corresponding f, is C outside the set {z e
"
Vu(z) 0} (see, for example, [12]).
Therefore it is sufficiently general to examine the regularity of u (or f) near one of the
zero points of f, which one may assume is the origin. From now on, we will assume
that 0 E and f(0) 0.
We now consider the regularity of local solutions of (2.5). We generalize the
approach for the p-Laplacian given in [13]. From the theory of quasi-regular mappings,
see [16], and as f(0) 0 with 0 e is an isolated zero of f, there exists a quasi-
conformal homeomorphism X defined in a neighborhood of z 0 and a positive integer
n such that X(0) 0 and
(2.12) f(z) =_ [X(z)]n.
From (2.5) and (2.12) we have that
OX/02 (lip- 5)[(n/xn)(oX/Oz)
-
Let H({) be the inverse of X(z) in a neighborhood of z 0. It follows that H is
quasi-conformal in a neighborhood B of { 0, and hence H C(B) f Hi(B) and
H e C(B- {0}). Then we have that
(2.13) OHIO,- (1/2 1/p)[(n/n)(oU/O) + (/)(OU/O)]F([[n).
Let rei and U(r, O) =_ S(rei). Proceeding as in [13] one obtains that
(2.14) 2rH -i(2 + (p- 2)G(r))Ho + i(p- 2)G(r)e-OHo.
Expanding H(r, O) into Fourier series with respect to 0, 0
_
0 < 2r,
(2.15) U(r,O) =_ hk(r)ei(k-)e,
where hk e C[0,5] f C(0,5] for 5 > 0. It follows from (2.14) and (2.15) that for all
integers k,
(2.16a) 2rhk(r) --(n- k)(2 q-(p- 2)G(rn))hk(r) (n + k)(p- 2)G(r)h_k(r)
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and
(2.16b) 2rh_k(r) --(n 4- k)(2 4- (p- 2)G(rn))h_k(r) (n- k)(p- 2)G(rn)hk(r).
Setting Xk(r) =-- (hk(r), h_k(r))T, this system of equations can be restated as follows:
Let n be a positive integer and p E (1, 2) U (2, c). Then for any integer k find Xk(r)
such that
(2.17a) 2rX(r) -[A(k) 4- [l(r)S(k)]Xk(r),
where
(2.17b)
+ k) (n + k)
and
(2.17c) t(r) =- (p- 2)(G(r) 1).
The advantage of this reformulation is that the structure of the general solutions
for the system 2tWO(r) -A(k)Wk(r) is easily established when k -n and the
function [l(r)B(k)/r is regular.
Therefore, to study the regularity of local solutions of (2.5) we need to study the
structure of the general solutions about r 0 to the system (2.17). This we do in the
next section.
3. Series expansion for H(). We will analyze the system (2.17) by developing
a series solution about r 0. In fact, we analyze a more general system: (2.17a, b)
with O(r) being any real analytical function at r 0 satisfying (0) 0, instead of
the specific choice (2.17c). First, we need a lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. Let m be a positive integer and let M R be such that M >_ 1 4- 2m.
Then for any integer k [0, m] and any integer >_ 1,
i--1
(3.1) E(i j)kMJ <_ Mi.
j=o
Proof. Simple calculations yield that (3.1) is true for (i) k 0 for any integer
i _> 1, and (ii) i 1 for any integer k e [0, m]. Now assume (3.1) holds for all
k [0, rh] and any integer i _> 1 with 0 _< < m. Suppose that for k 4- 1 it is
also true for any integer i [1, ] with _> 1. Then we have that
+ /E( + 1 j)+IMJ (rh + 1)! MJ E ( j)k
=o =o k=o / [k!( + 1 k)!]
Mi + E {(rh + 1)!/[k!( + 1 k)!]} E( j)kMd
k=0 j=0
[ ]_< 1 + E {(rh + 1)!/[k!(rh + 1 k)!]} Mk=O
_< (1 4- 2’h+l)M _< (1 4- 2m)M <_ M+1.
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Therefore, (3.1) also holds for k + 1 and + 1. Hence by induction (3.1)
holds for any integer k E [0, m] and any integer i _> 1. [3
THEOREM 3.1. Let p (1, 2) U (2, oc) and n be a positive integer. Suppose that
(X)(r) =_ Y=I gr near r 0 and that there exist R+ and a positive integer m
such that Igl <- im .for all >_ 1. Then for any integer k, except k -n, the general
solution Xk(r) of (2.17 a, b) near r 0 is of the form
(3.2a) x(,-) ... (,-) + c;,-; [x-(,) +, n(,-)X+(,-)],
where Ck are general constants,
(3.2b)
(3.2c) Pk =-- (A+k -) =- [4k2(p- 1) + n2(p- 2)211/2,
(3.2d) +/- +/- )(2 v)]ek =_ [(n- k)p + 2k ]/[(n +
The constant c is zero if Pk is not an integer, but possibly nonzero otherwise,
(3.2e)
^+/-
^+/-()ak (r) + bk
=_
() + ()
where + +ak (0) + bk (0) 1 and
(3.20 ^+
i=o i=o
In addition there exist constants C(k) and M _> 1 + 2m, dependent on p and n
tat I()1, I()1 < C()M o a > O.
Proof. Let X(r) be a fundamental solution to the system 2rW(r) -A(k)Wk(r)
when k n; that is,
x()
+ +% r k ek r-
where are the eigenvalues of
-A(k)/2 and (1, e)T the corresponding eigenvectors;
see (3.2b, d). We now seek two linearly independent solutions of (2.17a, b) of the form
Xk(r)Yk(r). Inserting Xk(r)Yk(r)into (2.17a)one obtains
2rY/ (r) -O(r),[ (r)B k)ik (r)Yk (r)
and hence
(3.3) Y(r) [[(r)/rlDk (r)Yk (r),
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where
Dk(r) =- I dl(k) d2(k)r-p, Id3(k)r d4(k)
+)- / (e- 1)Tk+( (1 ,.+.+.p (e- 1)T[r--P+ I(1 e )T-
with
+/-(+k).T (n k) + e/
It follows that there exists a/:) > 1, independent of p, n, and k, such that
(3.4) Idj(k)l <_ T)(Ik + n), j 1 --, 4.
From our assumptions we have that [l(r)/r =- -i=0 gi+lri We now look for two
linearly independent solutions Y to (3.3) of the form
(3.5)
Inserting (3.5) into (3.3) and equating coefficients one obtains the following linearly
independent solutions:
+Yk+ (r) by choosing ck =_ O, +k =- Pk, a+o (k) 1, b+o (k) =_ 0 and for >_ 0,
(3.6a) ]/a+(k) =_ Egi+_j(d(k)a(k) + d2(k)b(k)) (i + 1),j=o
b++(k) =- 9i+l-j(da(k)(k) + d4(k)b(k)) (i + 1 + pk);
j=o
if #k is not an integer:
Y-(r) by choosing ; --Pk, ; =--0, a-(k) _= 0, b-(k) 1 and for i _> 0,
(3.6b
/ai-+l(k gi+l-j(dl(k)a;(k) + d2(k)b(k)) (i + 1 Pk),j=0
b-+l (k) 9+1- (da(k)-(k) + d(k)b- (k)) (i + 1).
j=o
Then we obtain two linearly independent solutions rX+Xk+ (r) and rX; X- (r) to (2.17a,
b), where rX(r) =_ Xk(r)Yk(r). Hence the general solution is given by (3.2a)
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with c 0 and Xk(r) defined by (3.2e) with &(0) 4- k=e (0)
------
1. Furthermore,
if C(k) and M are such that M _> 1 + 2" and la(k)l, Ib(k)l <_ C(k)M for all
i < 2GZ)(]k + n) + Pk it follows from (3.6), (3.5), and Lemma 3.1 that[b(k)[ <_ C(k)M for all/_< 0.
If Pk is an integer, say >_ 1, then the solution (3.6b) is no longer valid. Taking
Yk+(r) as in (3.6a) to be one solution to (3.3), a routine calculation yields that a
second solution, linearly independent to Yk+ (r), is Yk-(r) 4- c ln(r)Yk+ (r), where
1--1
j--0
gl_j(dl (k)a (k) 4- d2(k)b (k))
and Yk-(r) is given by (3.5) with a- --Pk --= --1, f- 0, a (k) 0, b (k) 1. For
i 0 l- 2, ai-+l (k) is defined by (3.6b), a-_l (k) _-- 0, for i 0 l- 1, b-+ (k) is
defined by (3.6b), and finally for i _> l,
(3.7)
ai-+l (k) --ca+i+l_l(k) 4- gi+l-j(dl (k)a2 (k) + d2(k)b (k)) i + 1 -/),
j=o
We obtain two linearly independent solutions r+X+k(r and r [X-(r)4- crp
ln(r)X+k(r)] to (2.17 a, b)with c possibly nonzero, by setting rXk(r) =-- X’k(r)Y(r).
It follows that Xk(r) are given by (3.2e) with ^+ ^+ak (0) 4- bk (0) =- 1. Similarly to the
above we can choose constants C(k) and M >_ 1 4- 2m, dependent on p and n, such
that [a(k)l [b(k)[ _< C(k)M for all/
With the help of Lemma 3.1 and the following corollary to Theorem 3.1 we will
establish our main regularity result for (2.3) in the next section.
COROLLARY 3.1. Let p e (1, 2) t_J (2, c) and n be a positive integer. Suppose that
=_ E= gr near r 0 and that ]gl <- l for all >_ 1, where rl <_ 1. Then .for
any integer k, except k- -n, the general solution Xk(r) of (2.17 a, b) near r--0 is
of the form (3.2). In addition .for k >_ n and .for rl <_ 1/(8:D) we have that
(3.8b) la+(k)l, Ib (k)l k,
where T) > 1 is the constant, independent of p, n, and k, appearing in (3.4).
Proof. Clearly Theorem 3.1 applies with the given assumptions on . Let M _--
87)r/k. Firstly, we note that for any integer j E [1, k],
j-1
(3.9) Ij =_ lJ-iMi/i! <_ MJ/j!.
i--0
Equation (3.9) holds for j 1 as r/_< 1. Assume it is true for 1 _< j _< < k, then
I+1 =- rl(I 4- MS/l!) <_ 2rlM*/l! <_ M+l/(1 4- 1)!. Hence, by induction (3.9) holds for
l<_j<_k.
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We now show that the improved bounds on the coefficients, (3.8), hold. (3.8a)
holds for i -0. Assume it is true for 0 <_ i <_ < k; then from (3.6a), (3.4), and (3.9)
we have that
[yl+l_JMJ/j!] /(l +
<_ M [I-1 + MII!]/ 2(/ + 1) _< M+ll(l + 1)!.
Hence, by induction (3.8a) holds. Inequality (3.8b) holds for i k. Assume it is true
for k _< i _< 1. Then as M _< k we have from (3.6a), (3.4), (3.9), and (3.8a) that
1)]
<_ l-k + (Mk/
j=0
k!)/2 <_ (Mk/k!).
Hence, by induction (3.8b) holds.
4. The main regularity result.
1/171,qTHEOREM 4.1 Let u E loc (f), 1 < q < cx), be a local weak solution of (2.3)
with satisfying (A1)-(A3). Then
(4.1) T/17k+2,ve (a),
where the integer k >_ 1 and exponents/3 E (0, 1] and v [1, 2] are determined uniquely
from
6(k +/3) 7 + 1/(p- 1) + [1 + 14/(p- 1) + 1/(p- 1)2] 1/2
and 1 _< v < 2/(2-3),
where p _-- 2 + F(0).
Proof. Let be defined as in (2.17c). From the definition of G in Lemma 2.1,
o riAssumption (A3), and Remark 2.1 we can assume that (r) i=1 gi near r 0
with Igi[ <- / for all i _> 1 with > 0 as small as we please. Hence we can apply
Corollary 3.1 to the system (2.17), yielding that the general solution has the form
(3.2a) about r 0 if k -n. We note that in this case one can obtain X_n(r)
directly from Xn(r). For all integers k the constant C- in (3.2a) must be set equal
to zero since A- < 0, ^+ ^+ak (0) + b} (0) 1 and we know that X e C[0,512; see (2.15)
and (2.17). For the same reason Ck+ _= 0 when Ik[ < n since Ak+ < 0. In addition, as
H(0) 0, A+ 0, h+(0) 1, and +(0) 0 it follows that C+ 0. Therefore we
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have from (3.6) and (2.17) that
H(r,O) =- Ck r (ak (r) + bk
=_ c+ e + e a (r)
k--n-.t-1
or equivalently,
(4.3b) k=nq-1
e-.+ ^+ )]llX++--
Since H L2(B) we have from (4.3) that for R sufficiently small,
(4.4)
R
r 02 IH(r, O)12dOdr
foR2 ICk+l r2++l[(ak+(r q- k+(r))2k=n+l
q_ + ^+ ^+( a () +
-
())]& < c.
In the analysis that follows Mi denotes a constant dependent only on R < 1 and p.
We set ai =_ a(k) + b+(k), t 1/r and note from (3.2b) that Ak+ _< k(p- 1) 1/2. In
addition we note that the L norm over an interval of length 2 of a polynomial of
degree k with leading coefficient 1 is bounded below by 21-k; see, for example, p. 80
in [25]. Then for k _> n + 1 we have from (3.8) that
(4.5)
R r2’++l[hk+(r) + +k(r)]2dr
R
> r++l^+ ^+ak (r) / bk (r)ldr
rirz
i-o
_> t-(++a+a)
/R
ky Critk-i
i--O
dt- (Mllk)k/k!
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k
E airk-i
i--0
dt- (Mlk)k/k!
>_ M3 -(Mlk)k/k! >_ M -(Mle),
since ffl -= 1 and (k/e)k/k! G e-1. Combining (4.4) and (4.5) we have that by choosing
r sufficiently small there exists an M, dependent only on R and p, such that
(4.6) [C[ <_ Mk for all k _> n + 1.
Let 5 be such that 5, Me5(p-1)’/2 e (0, R). As Ak+ >_ k(p- 1) 1/2 -pn/2 we have
that c=+1(Me)khX+ < oc. It then follows from (4.3b), (4.6), (3.2d), and (3.8) that
for <
IH()I-< E ICk+1 [(1+ lek+l)l ^+ (1 ^+ I] x:
k=nnCl
_< c(l]/) ,+ [la+(1:1)1 + I+(11)1]M+
k=n+l
k=n+l
Therefore the upper bound of (41) in [13] holds. In addition, we see from (4.7) that
the series (4.3b) is uniformly and absolutely convergent for I(I-< 5.
As H is a one-to-one mapping near ( 0 it follows that +Cn+11 0. Noting from
(3.2d) that +Ien+ll < 1, it follows from (4.3b), (4.7), and (3.8) that there exist positive
constants Mi such that for I(I sufficiently small,
Hence, the lower bound of (41) in [131 holds. Similarly, one can prove that the bounds
(42) and (43) in [13] hold. The remainder of the proof of (4.1) is then identical to
that in [13]; that is, apply Lemmas 1 and 2 and Corollary 2 in [13]. rl
Note that the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 is not necessarily true for (1.1) for p 0
(even if p is a constant); see [29].
Example 4.1. For the examples considered in Example 2.1 we have with q > 1 that
the local weak solutions of (2.3) are such that (4.1) and (4.2) hold with p _= 2 / F(0)
given as follows: (i) o(t) ----/:q-2 => p q; (ii) o(t) _= [t(1 + t)] (q-2)/2 => p (q + 2)/2;
and (iii) o(t) _= It(1 / t2)] (q-2)/3 => p (q / 4)/3. Therefore we see that the solutions
of (2.3) with o defined by (ii) and (iii) are as regular as those of (2.3) with (t) tp-2,
which is nothing other than the singular part of o in (ii) and (iii). In other words, it
is the singular part of o that determines the regularity of the local solutions of (2.3).
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5. A global regularity result. As mentioned in 1, in order to obtain explicit
error bounds for the finite element approximation of (2.3) it is necessary to extend
the local regularity results obtained in the last section into global results. Apart from
those global C1,a and H2 results mentioned in the introduction, there appear to be
no other global results in the literature. We derive in this section a global regularity
result from Theorem 4.1 under some restrictions on the boundary data.
Consider the following mechanics problem. Suppose a plane ft, which is made of a
power law material, is undergoing longitudinal shear (the mode III problem; see [3]).
In this case the only nonvanishing component of displacement is the z-component
u(x,y), which satisfies (2.3) with o(t) tp-2 and p E (1,2). Physically one expects
that the tangential strain of the plane along 0t will vary strictly monotonically except
at those points where the displacement u(x, y) achieves its extreme values. Motivated
by this observation we will suppose that (2.3) is supplemented by the boundary con-
dition
(5.1)
where g has a nonvanishing tangential derivative, gr, on OFt except at those points
where g achieves its global extrema on 0. We have the following result.
THEOREM 5.1. Let o satisfy (il) with C(O, oo) replaced by C’l(o, oo), (A2)
and (i3) with p 2-f-F(0) E (1,2). Let Ot C2, and g C((’t) be such that
Igr(x, Y)I > 0 if (x, y) e O and g(x, y) is not a global extremum of g on OFt. Let
u e Wl’q() be the unique solution of (2.3) with the boundary condition (5.1). Then
(i) g C C2’(t),
(ii)
> 0, u c C=,’(t),
a e C W and r c (1, p], ==> u c C2,t* (t) f3 W3,r (),
where # "y for p c (1, 1.3), # min(3,,/) for p c [1.3, 2), and
{-5 + 1/(p- 1) + [1 + 14/(p- 1) + 1/(p- 1)211/2}/6.
Proof. From [19] we have that g E C’a(Ct) => u e Cl’a() for some a > 0, so
that IVu is continuous on . We first show that IVuloa >_ 5 > 0. If (x, y) OFt and
gr(X, y) O, then IVu(x, Y)I > 0 as (u- g)loa 0. Let gr(Xo, Y0) 0 and (without
loss of generality) let g(x, y) >_ g(xo, Yo) for all (x, y) 0t. Let uo =-g(xo, Yo). Then
u- u0 is such that V.(o([V(u- u0)l)V(u- u0))
---
V.(o(IVul)Vu) 0 in gt and
(u so)on >_ 0 because u0 is a constant. If u is constant, then the desired regularity
result holds. Therefore we can assume that u is not constant. From the strong
maximum principle in 3 of [28], it follows that u > u0 in t. (This result also holds
from the proof of the strong comparison principle in [22].) From the Hopf maximum
principle, see [28] and Lemma 3.4 in [12], we have that IOu/On(xo, Y0)l > 0, where n_
is the outward unit normal to OFt. Consequently, IVuloa > 0 and from the continuity
of IVul, there exists a domain S cc gt such that OS C2’1 and IVul(\sI > 5 > O.
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Let S cc $1 cc f. Then from Theorem 4.1 we have that
(5.3a) p e (1, 1.3) = k _> 3 = u e C3(-),
(5.3b) p e [1.3, 2) = k 2 => u e C2’(11)f W3’p(sI) with/3given by (5.2).
Rewriting (2.3), we have for Q 9t\S and g e C2’() that
Au + F(IVul) [(ux)2u,, + 2u,uyu,y + (uy)2uy] /IVul2 0 in Q,
e
As r(t) [(o(t)t)’/(t)]- 1 >_ q- 2, it follows from our assumptions that F e
C,l(0, oc) and hence the coefficients F(IVul)(u)2/IVul2, F(IVul)(uu)/IVul2, and
F(IVul)(u)2/IVul2 e C’a((). It then follows from Theorem 9.19 in [12], for exam-
ple, that u E C2’()), a min(c,#). This yields that the above coefficients then
belong to C,(() and hence u e C2’((). Combining this with (5.3) yields that
u e C2’(). If g e C2’() 71W3,r(f), r e (1,p] it follows in a similar manner that
e
it is of great interest to know if the conclusion of Theorem 5.1 is true or not
for more general bounary conditions. Of course, it would be even better if Theorem
4.1 could be extended to a global result. Nevertheless, the above result shows that
the global regularity on u required to guarantee the optimal rate of convergence
in W,P(f) of the continuous piecewise linear finite element approximation of (2.3)
does hold for suitable data. Another unsolved problem is extending the sharp local
regularity results in [13] to higher dimensions.
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